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DIFFEOMORPHIC APPROXIMATION OF

QUASICONFORMAL AND QUASISYMMETRIC
HOMEOMORPHISMS

MAIRE KIIKKA

Introduction

Piecewise linear approximations for quasiconformal, bilipschitz and quasi-

symmetric embeddings have been constructed by Carleson [C], Väisälä Nl, Kiikka [K]
and by Luukkainen and Tukia [LT]. we apply a result of Munkres [M, Theorem

4.ll to smooth these approximations into C--embeddings in the homeomorphic

case. By [LV, y. 4.31 every finite K-quasiconformal mapping in dimension 2 is

locally the limit of a sequence of regular K-quasiconformal C'-mappings.
I wish to thank Pekka Tukia for suggesting this problem and Jouni Luukkainen

for a careful reading of the manuscript and for making several corrcctions.

1. Preliminaries

We will use the same notation and definitions as in [K] and [LT]. If Q is

aclosed n-cubeof R' withsidelength 2),s andcentet zs, define a,(x):ze*Aex'
In open sets of R' we have canonical decompositions t into cubes as in [K].
Let I' denote the closed cube [-1, l]" in R' and J' the open cube ]-1,1[''
ff QeYf , then Q:asl'. For Q(:{ define

pa: Pa({1 : {aerQ'lQ'€.tr, Q'nQ * 0, Q' * Q}.

Denote by :{' the set of all canonical decompositions of open sets of R' Set

gt" : {p ner{)le( tr < /d"\.
Then 9' is finite.

Let T be a triangulation of an n-dimensional PL manifold x in Ro. If
a k-dimensional open simplex o of T has vertices ao,...,ak, we write o:
(ao,...,a*). lf O=k<-n-|, let {or.,...,o0} be the set of those n-simplices of
7 which have o as a face. Let

Oi: (ao, ..., ak, QL+t, ..., a'r), i€ t1, ... , P\.
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If x(o;, dencte by ),tj@),.i<{0, ..., n), the barycentric coordinates of x in
If s€]0, -[, set

4@)
p

-tJi-1 {x( ö,V,i(x) = s/,i(x) for all I = k, j = k}.

Then V"(o) is a closed neighborhood of o in X.
For o€ I set St (o, T): {r€T: I o is a face of r}.
Denote by To the set of k-simplices of 7. If AcX, set TIA:{o(TlocA}

and Tk t, A: {o(Tk I ocA}.

2. Results

The following theorem is analogous to [K, Theorem 2.1].

Theorem 1. Lel n:2 or n:3 and let K>1. Then there exists R=l
with the following property: Let G and G' be domains in R", let f: G*G, be
a K-quasiconformal homeomorphism and let e: G*]0, *f be continuous. Thm there
exists a R-quasiconformal C*-dffiomorphisnt j: G *G' such ihqt li(x)- f(x)l=e(x)
for eaery x(G.

Theorem 2 is analogous to [K, Theorem 3.1] and [LT, Corollary 3.3], and
Theorems 3 and 4 to [LT, Corollary 2.211 and [LT, Theorem 2.16], respectivcly.

Theorem 2. Let n:2 or n:3 and let L>1. Then there exists Z>l with
the following property: Let G and G' be open sets in R", let f:G-G, be an
L-bilipschitz homeomorphism and let e:G-10, *f be continuous. Then there exists
an L-bitipschitz C--diffeomorphism i: G*G' such that lf@)-f(x)l=e(x) for
etsery x(G.

Theorem 3- Let n:2 or n:3 and let 4: R.**RL* be a homeomorphism.
Then there exists a homeomorphism fi: Rl*Rt* with the following property: Let
G arid G' be open sets in R", let f: GtG' be an 4-quasisymmetric honteomorphism
and let e: G*]0, *f be continuous. Then there exists qn fi-quasisymmetric c*-dif-
Jbomorphism f:G*G' such that lf(x)-f(x)l=e(x) for eoery x(G.

Let Qo and Bs be as in [K] and [LT].

Theorem 4. Let n and 4 be as in Theorem 3 and let e>0. Then there exist
a homeomorphism fi: At**Rt* and afinite set ö of C*-embeddings §:21"-R"
with the following property: Let G be open in R",f: G*Ro an 4-quasisymmetric
embedding and let tr be a csnonical decomposition of G. Then there exists an
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fi-cluasisymmetric'

(1)

and
(2)

f or euer1, Q(.:{ .

C* -entbedclircg i, G * Rn such that

d("flQ,flQ) = eQa

fraioalzl'€ D

3. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. Let n:2 or n:3 and K>1. Let äy:äy1,y=0 be

the constant of [K, p. 121. The proof of [K, Lemma 2.2] shows that there exists

a finite set D:D(K) of PL embeddings of 21" into R" with the following pro-

perty: Let G be a domain in R',f:G*R" a K-QC embedding and Jf€ff'
with v ff :G. Then there exists a PL embedding .f* : G - R" suchthat B nf*anl2l'(D
and lf*(x)-,f(x)l= Oe lf x(Q(tr. In fact, to see this, consider the maps yn in

[K, p. l2].
We choose a triangulation t of -1' such that glo is affine and d(go)=ö*

lf g(D and o€r andsuchthat glapo isaffine if g(D, RQP(.9",o(r and u^oc2l'.
We may assume that lQ is a triangulation of Q and that tl\Q is a full sub-

complex (see [RS, p. 31]) of rlQ for each of the 4n subcubes Qe {z+lo,ll2ll
z€(ll2)2"\ of 1". Furthermore, if n:3, we may assume for all 2-dimensional

faces S ofthesecubes Q that tlåS isafullsubcomplexof tl,S.

For each P(9" we next define a subdivision r, of r such that, if G is open

in R' and if tr is a canonical decomposition of G, then

(3) 7 :{anolQ(ff, o€rpn}

is a triangulation of G.

We first suppose that P€33 and set

Ip : u {å13nåÄrnåÄr l,R1, -Rz(P and & * R2}.

Let y1 be the triangulation of 013 satisfying

71 : (ron/o)"(#" (aazonå13))

and such that 711åRnå13 is a subdivision of a^rlå.Rnä13 for every R(P. Let

7, be the subdivision of rl0l? having

7g : (zonå13)u( U_(aazonlr)).

Then 1..llp:lzllp. Set yr- {orno2lor(yr,,oz€'!z\. Then y, is a cell complex

on å13. By replacing every (open) 2-cell o(y, which is not a simplex by the simplices

obtained by joining the barycenter of o with the cells of y, in 0o, we get a trian-
gulation yn of 013. Then 7* is a subdivision of tlå13.

Let r, be the subdivision of z having r|:ro uy! and zolll}:yn.
To see that {zp lP(gs\ is the desired family, suppose that above P:Ps,
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where Q€/{</d", and denote yt(Q):yt if l=i=4. Then, for each e,</f
with Q' nQt0, Q' +Q, we have qalr(Q)lQnQ':aa,Tz(e)lene,, whence
aq{Q)lQaQ':qo,t{Q)lQnQ' for i:3 and thus also for i:4. Therefore
aer eo I Q a Q' :aa,r ro, I Q o Q'.

lf P<gz, the construction of z, is similar but easier.
For every /d</{' and QQtr we define a triangulation Trn:T(tr,e) of

21" by setting

where z is defined by (3). 
TPa: aarTl2ln'

one can show that 7ro depends only on the set Pa(g'. Instead of this fact
we could have used below the easier fact that the set {T(tr,e)leetra/{,} is
finite.

We are going to smooth the PL maps g€D in some neighborhoods of 1o.
The groups i-' of Milnor and Thom, cf. [M, Chapter l], are zero for iq{1,2,3):
see [M, Proof of Theorem 6.3].

For P€?n and O=i<n-l set

ub - v {vr(o) : o (Til2J'}.
Then u', is a closed neighborhood of I" in 2I'.

We first suppose that n:2. Let g(D and pegz. Then glo is affine if
o€Tp.Let ocTlrl2J2. We apply [M, Theorem 4.1] with %intVr(o\%:./.\o,
"//r:intV2@) to obtain a homeomorphism

E - Qs,,: VrG) * S4@)
such that

E: s in ou(((o)\I{(o)),
d(E, glVr(o)) - d(go)12,

and such that ElintVl@) is a Cr-embedding and <p is smooth on intfi(o)
near the vertices of o; see [M, Definition2.2l. This is possible because slvr(o)
is smooth on int h(o)\o near o and near the vertices of o (cf. [M, proof of
Theorem 2.81), and because y(g lVr(o))€.1-1:0 (cf. [M, Definition 3.41).

Define a homeomorphism

§i:v{E0,": o€T}12J2\: U} * gU}.
Let a($lU'. Because Eilvr(o) is smooth on intt r(o)V near o and

y(ELlvr(o))(f2:0, we nlay apply [M, Theorem 4.1] to get a homeomorphism

such that
Qn,u: t4(r) '* sivr(u)

in uu(ri (u)\t4@)),

min {d(go')lu(oz and oz€ffr}p,

and E I int Vr(u) is a C1-embedding. We get a homeomorphism

E-

E-gi
d(E, silVr(r)) =

§3 : v {en,,i u€Tfil2J'}: {lfl-* Eå U8.
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Then §f lint U! is a Cl-embedding. One may replace above Cl by C-; see

[M, Chapter 9].

We construct the maps §f and §$ for every g(D and Pe 92. It is possible to

this in such a way that the following condition is satisfied:

Let i€ {0, l},.i€ {1,2\, P j(92, o j(Tltl2J2 and let g,h(D. If ry'r and {,
affine bijections of R2, ry'r St(or, I",)-:St (or,Tr,) and h:tzg{r in Vr(or),

have

fib':'1"§i"L'
Vr(or). Here Vr(or) is taken in Tr,.
Let §p:int UB*R2 be the C--embedding defined UV g9.

If x(Iz, we have

l§"(x)-g(x)l = 1.4"(x)-gi(x)l+ lsi(x)-g(x)l = ä,
because d(goz)<ö* for all o2<T3l12.

lf n:3, we may proceed in the same way, because J-':0 for iC{1,2,3}.
Let n:2 or 3. Let G and G' bedomainsin R',/: G'G' a K-QC homeo-

morphism, e:G*]Q, -[ continuous and ff a canonical (f,el2)-decomposition

of G. Let f*: G-R" be the PL embedding given in the first paragraph of the proof.

We define i: G - R' setting

(5) il?: §a'Eroas'lQ
for Q(tr whenever fraf*oal2I':r 1rDr.

We show that f is well-defined and that

i - Pöt §rndo' in Ue: as(int Uflo)(6)

for each Q</d. Let R€tr, R*Q, RaQ+$ and x€Rn t/q. There is u(70 | Rn
aaQJ") such that x(V{a), wherc Vr(o) is taken in the triangulation T of G.

Let ao:aotD,u*:sslt1l, S:§gf*anl2ln and h:0^f*a^121". Then St (z-n, Tro):
a;1a^ St (r^, Tr*) and h: PRPaLgaord.R in Vr(u*). Because llr:ae'an and

{r:§^§a' are affine bijections of R', it follows from (4) that

B ;L fi , 
^a 

*1 (x) : fr A' (fr 
" 

fr ar § r ou et a 

^) 
a;. t (x) : § §' § rya s' (x).

Hence ,f it well-defined and (6) holds.

By the construction ,, i is a C* -embedding.

conformal' set 
R - max {K(srlJ'*) I g(D,

Then I is a ,&-QC embedding.

For Q€ld we have

(7) d(flQ,flo =- d(flQ,f*10+a11.19,11Q) = 6vss*qe.

Hence lf@)-f(r)la2po=:e(a) if x(Q(tr. We mayassume that

(s) e(x) = min{d(f(x),Ac'), (1+Lr(x)l)-'}

for every x€G. Therefore fG:G'; see [K, p. 8]. Theorem I is proved. tr

The maps §, I J. are quasi-

P(9").
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Proof of Theorem 4. Let D be the set of PL embe ddings given by [LT, Theorem
2.16land, let är:äy,,,1=0 be the constant of [LT, 2.13], both with q:n and with
e replaced by sl2. Let Dr:{SQlg:21"*R"\ For each g€D1 and p<9"
we obtain a C--embedding §r: int Uop-R' with d(§rl I', E l t')=öu in the
same way as in proving Theorem L

Let G be open in R",f: G*R' an 4-quasisymmetric embedding and /{C/d,
with vff:G. Define tlg Ay (5) for each Q(tr. Then i:G*R'is a C--
embedding and (1) holds, because d(f lQ,fl Q)<ö,ase*eQel2=eq, for every
Qe r; see (7).

One can find D, prove (2), and then, since every se D is quasisymmetric,
construct { with i Aeing f-quasisymmetric as D and 4* were obtained in the
proof of [LT, Theorem 2.16). D

Proof of Theorem 3. Let Y{ be a canonical (/', ei)-decomposition of
Theorem 4 with 6- l. It follows from (l) that li@)-f(x)l=oa=e(x) if
We may assume (8). Hence iG -G'. f]

Proo./' o./' Theorem 2. Theorem 2 can be proved similarly to Theorem
proof of [K, Theorem 3.1]. Also Theorem 2 foilows easily from Theorem
proof of [LT, Theorem 3.2). I

G. Apply
X€.Q€tr.

I ; cf. the
4: cf . the
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